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The Leap Of Faith
"To write of the conflict within, to be wronged by life and still feel blessed to be living. To know that wrong was just a part of bigger
plan of right. This collection essays a reflection into touching a realm, a dimension, we only feel deep within, and are too scared to
talk about. This work is a belief in goodness even in the worst of souls, and a belief of filling unimaginable abyss of chaos grief and
darkness in human beings, with love light and faith. It is for all the people who have been at the turning points of their lives and
have sensed a lower band in all they fail to do and an upper hand which comes to their rescue. It’s for everyone out there who
understands that love and pain are inseparable, that angels and devils do exist and we all have a part of both in us. It’s all about
which one we love more, the devil to kiss him and make him go the sleep or the angel to challenge and make him go much higher.
This short collection is a trial at both communication and silence, because that’s where our innermost or the supreme, as we call
it, resides"
America today is faced with a great number of concerns. One of the larger ones is the role of religious thought and practices in our
everyday lives. Issues such as abortion, Intelligent Design, and the moral and ethical impact of technology on its citizens weigh
heavily on almost all of us. These issues predominate both the front pages and the op-ed pages of our newspapers. They fill the
news media on both television and the net. They created heated arguments in almost every community in our world, often leading
to open conflicts between friends and even family members. Religion and faith are in conflict within the hearts and minds of
educated people exposed to more and more information. Science has marched directly into realms covered by faith, leading to
great angst within people who try and balance their "Church" mind with the secular world. Nowhere is this conflict more apparent
than in the issues generated in the reconciliation of theology and modern science. As cosmology crossed over into the sacred
ground of the Creation with the discovery of the Big Bang, scientists themselves discovered that they had come face to face with
the questions around the existence of God, the Creator, and his role in Creation. While most of the general population believes
that scientists are atheists, and that the basic tenets of theology and science are antithetical, the opposite is actually closer to the
truth. There is a ground where science and theology can, and must, share thoughts. Scientists like Einstein and Hawking speak of
trying to "understand the mind of God" and make bold conjectures as to whether or not God had any choices in his design of the
Universe. This book attempt to build a bridge from Science to Faith and back, and opens the mind of the Child. the Mind of Man
and relates them both to the Mind of God.
Leap of FaithFinding Love the Modern WaySimon and Schuster
Seventeen-year-old Faith shepherds her neglectful, drug-addicted mother through her pregnancy and then kidnaps the baby,
taking on the responsibility of being her baby sister's parent while hiding from the authorities.
American Democracy: A Great Leap of Faith is the companion volume to an exhibition at the Smithsonian National Museum of
American History that celebrates the bold and radical experiment to test a wholly new form of government. Democracy is still a
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work in progress, but it is at the core of our nation's political, economic, and social life. This lavishly illustrated book explores
democracy from the Revolution to the present using objects from the museum's collection, such as the portable writing box that
Thomas Jefferson used while composing the Declaration of Independence, the inkstand with which Abraham Lincoln drafted the
Emancipation Proclamation, Susan B. Anthony's iconic red shawl, and many more. Not only famous voices are presented: like
democracy itself, the book and the exhibition preserve the voice of the people by showcasing campaign materials, protest signs,
and a host of other items from everyday life that reflect the promises and challenges of American democracy throughout the
nation's history.
Themes: Hi-Lo, High school, neighborhoods, family, loyalty, friendship, urban teen fiction, high school elections, jealousy,
suspense, loyalty, friendship, gangs. Written for young adults, the Urban Underground series confronts issues that are of great
importance to teens, such as friendship, loyalty, drugs, gangs, abuse, urban blight, bullies, and self-esteem to name a few. More
than entertainment, these books can be a powerful learning and coping tool when a struggling reader connects with credible
characters and a compelling storyline. The highly readable style and mature topics will appeal to young adult readers of both
sexes and encourage them to finish each novel. Cesar Chavez HS Series-- The robberies in the barrio are becoming increasingly
bold and unsettling. After a recent robbery, Ernesto swears that he recognizes a suspect fleeing the crime scene. But is he
jumping to conclusions unfairly? After all, Cruz isn't the only tattooed guy known to wear a hoodie in the neighborhood.
In a series of essays John Gardner has developed distinctive and engaging answers to the central questions of legal philosophy,
cutting through the technicalities of the subject to clarify and reinvigorate the main arguments about the nature of law. This volume
collects that work to provide a major contribution to the literature on jurisprudence.
This is an open access title available under the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 International licence. It is free to read at Oxford
Scholarship Online and offered as a free PDF download from OUP and selected open access locations. Why are citizens in some
countries more willing to pay taxes than in other countries? This book examines the history of the relationship between citizens
and their states in five countries, (Sweden, Britain, Italy, Romania, and the United States), and demonstrates how and why people
in in some countries have come to trust the government with their money while in other countries they do not. The book explores
the evolution of this relationship in detail, in each case showing how some governments developed the fiscal and technical
capacity to tax their citizens fairly and deliver public services efficiently. In short, how and why some countries became more
trustworthy than others. The volume concludes by examining the implications of these five cases for developing countries today
and the lessons that can be learned.
Born into a distinguished Arab-American family and raised amid privilege, Lisa Halaby was in the first co-educational freshman class at
Princeton, graduating in 1974 with a degree in architecture and urban planning. Then, in 1976, she was introduced, on an airport runway, to
King Hussein of Jordan, a direct descendent of the prophet Muhammed. In less than two years, she was his wife, Noor al-Hussein, Queen of
Jordan. With eloquence and candour, Noor talks frankly of the many challenges of her life as wife and partner to the monarch, providing both
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an intimate portrait of the late King Hussein and his quest for peace in the Middle East, and a moving account of the demands his public role
as a world statesman placed on the royal couple's private life. Sharing a personal perspective on the past three decades of world history,
Leap of Faith highlights Queen Noor's views on Islam and the West; the challenges of rearing her family; her work as Queen and
humanitarian activist; and her struggles to protect her husband as he slipped into the illness that would kill him in 1999. Her story is filled with
recollections of the world's most powerful and interesting people: Queen Elisabeth, Jimmy Carter, Pierre Trudeau, Yassar Arafat and Anwar
Sadat. In the wake of September 11, Noor reflects on the true message of Islam and the ongoing violence in the Middle East from her unique
perspective with a deep and abiding understanding of Arab aspirations and history. Leap of Faith is refreshingly candid and clear-eyed, a true
love story set against the turbulent politics of the last thirty years.
LEAP OF FAITH is the story of one unbelievable evening when a chance meeting between Robert and Patricia turns from a birthday
celebration to a marriage proposal then a wedding ceremony--all in the same night!
There are many of us who dream about selling all our stuff, quitting our jobs, and running away to Paradise. This is a story about one couple
who made that dream come true. The author shares what it feels like to experience ultimate freedom, and outlines the steps they took to get
there. The story includes tales from their travels, social commentary on the state of today's American society, and a simple financial plan that
will benefit anyone, regardless of their future goals. Throughout the narrative the reader is treated to dolphins and manatees, pelicans and
osprey, blue skies, blue water and white sand beaches. Tropical music plays a role as well. Read how music inspired them to execute their
plan. Follow along as they transform from everyday working drones to carefree boat bums and beachcombers. This book will make you
rethink how you look at life, and money.
'One of the best writers around!' Katie Fforde 'Full of down-to-earth humour' Sophie Kinsella Sappho Jones stopped counting birthdays when
she reached thirty but, even with her hazy grip on mathematics, she realises that she's on the slippery slope to the big four-oh! With the
thought suddenly lodged in her mind that she's a mere cat's whisker away from becoming a single eccentric female living in a country cottage
in Wales, she has the urge to do something dramatic before it's too late. The trouble is, as an adventurous woman of a certain age, Sappho's
pretty much been there, done that, got the T-shirt. In fact, the only thing she hasn't tried is motherhood. And with sexy potter Nye on hand as
a potential daddy - or at least donor - is it time for her to consider the biggest leap of all? It's either that or buy a cat . . . Wonderfully wry, heartwarming and life-affirming, A Leap of Faith is perfect for fans of romantic comedies by Milly Johnson and Jill Mansell Readers are falling in
love with A Leap of Faith: ***** 'A sheer joy to read' ***** 'Romance, friendship and a mystery all wrapped up in one book' ***** 'A quirky and
fun story with a lot of laughter thrown in' **This novel was originally published in 2001 as The Urge to Jump.**
How do laws resemble rules of games, moral rules, personal rules, rules found in religious teachings, school rules, and so on? Are laws rules
at all? Are they all made by human beings? And if so how should we go about interpreting them? How are they organized into systems, and
what does it mean for these systems to have 'constitutions'? Should everyone want to live under a system of law? Is there a special kind of
'legal justice'? Does it consist simply in applying the law of the system? And how does it relate to the ideal of 'the rule of law'? These and
other classic questions in the philosophy of law form the subject-matter of Law as a Leap of Faith. In this book John Gardner collects, revisits,
and supplements fifteen years of celebrated writings on general questions about law and legal systems - writings in which he attempts,
without loss of philosophical finesse or insight, to cut through some of the technicalities with which the subject has become encrusted in the
late twentieth century. Taking his agenda broadly from H.L.A. Hart's The Concept of Law (1961), Gardner shows how the key ideas in that
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work live on, and how they have been and can still be improved in modest ways to meet important criticisms - in some cases by concession,
in some cases by circumvention, and in some cases by restatement. In the process Gardner engages with key ideas of other modern giants
of the subject including Kelsen, Holmes, Raz, and Dworkin. Most importantly he presents the main elements of his own unique and
refreshingly direct way of thinking about law, brought together in one place for the first time.
Peter J. Dyck shares six of his favorite stories. The first one tells how Mennonite Central Committee, Baptist World Alliance, and Mennonite
Publishing House, with the help of many other people, got the Barclay Commentaries translated into Russian and into the Soviet Union
legally without smuggling. In "Here Stood Kandanos", Dyck sends a Christian volunteer to help in the rebuilding of a Greek village that the
Germans destroyed in World War II. Too late, he realizes he has sent a German into enemy territory. Recommended for parents and children
to read together, for classroom use, for sermon illustrations, and for any story-telling occasions.
Forced to attend a Catholic middle school because of her conduct, Abigail discovers a talent for theater and develops a true religious faith.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Steve Harvey helps you engage the Divine Spirit within you to find your life’s desire and use your own
imagination to make your life’s vision a reality. At the beginning of each broadcast of his morning radio show, Steve Harvey offers his millions
of listeners a few moments of spiritual advice to inspire and guide them. Fans love Steve’s wisdom and often share his insightful messages
with friends and family. In this essential book, Steve expands on those daily words of wisdom by providing fans—and anyone in need of
spiritual support, comfort, or guidance—this heartfelt collection of spiritual devotions. Steve beautifully and thoughtfully explains what faith is
and how it can work miracles in our daily lives. He also talks in-depth about the power of human imagination and how we can use it to make
our dreams come true. Steve believes that no vision enters our minds without our ability to make it a reality. As God inspires us to build and
create a larger vision for our lives, Steve shows us that when we combine our inherent power with God’s divine plan, we can each achieve
anything. Steve also reveals the power of using imagination, faith, and hard work to make our visions a reality. Written in an engaging
storytelling format in Steve’s warm, inviting voice, each chapter of this thoughtful book offers invaluable advice and anecdotes that illuminate
the power of imagination and how to use our God-given visions to enrich our lives.

Amidst the deadly COVID pandemic, when sorrow has given way to despair, Gemma M. D’Cunha has come up with a refreshing
set of short stories that uplifts the mood, helps you get in touch with your inner feelings and offers deep insights into human
behaviour. Each story is unique. If Hubli Junction is an inspiring story about the indomitable spirit of a pretty young woman who
sets out on an ambitious journey to give her family a better life, The Intruder is a chilling murder mystery, solved by a newlywed
couple in a simplistic style, but with all the trappings of an Agatha Christie mystery. The third story breaks the myth that a teenage
love affair is just frivolous. True love can experience a jolt, and how….?? There is no easy way out. Retribution.
The dramatic insider account of why we invaded Iraq, the motivations that drove it, and the frustrations of those who tried and
failed to stop it, leading to the most costly misadventure in US history. A single disastrous choice in the wake of 9/11-the decision
to use force to remove Saddam Hussein from power-did enormous damage to the wealth, well-being, and reputation of the United
States. Few errors in U.S. foreign policy have had longer-lasting or more harmful consequences. Yet how the decision came to be
made remains shrouded in mystery and mythology. To this day, even the principal architects of the war cannot agree on it. Michael
Mazarr has interviewed dozens of players involved in the deliberations about the invasion of Iraq and has reviewed all the
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documents so far declassified. He paints a devastating of portrait of an administration fueled by righteous conviction yet undercut
by chaotic processes, rivalrous agencies, and competing egos. But more than the product of one bungling administration, the
invasion of Iraq emerges here as a tragically typical example of modern U.S. foreign policy fiascos. Leap of Faith asks profound
questions about the limits of US power and the accountability for its use. It offers lessons urgently relevant to stave off similar
disasters-today and in the future.
In Leap of Faith ~ 8 Daily Habits to Power Up Your Leap, Author and Emmy Winning Composer Janie Lidey shares the habits she
has developed over the past 30 years that have catapulted her into living the life of her dreams. Lidey inspires her readers with her
favorite quotes and personal life experiences. From her fly-in only teaching days in the bush of Alaska to singing on stage in
Nashville, Tennessee at Willie Nelson’s 80th Birthday Tribute, Janie will take you on a journey that will open your heart and help
you notice the quiet power of the universe. It is her deepest hope to inspire you to live authentically ~ love without condition ~ calm
your fear ~ power up your leap ~ lean into your gift and realize the myriad of blessings and miracles that are magically and
abundantly waiting to appear in your life.
Leap of Faith is a true account about a middle aged woman who hit rock bottom after taking a long, hard look in the mirror and
realizing she didn't recognize the person staring back at her. "Who am I? And what is this life all about?" *** After studying A
Course In Miracles and the Law of attraction, physical and emotional developments began to transpire. The author shares
personal experiences and challenges after deciding to make a drastic change by walking away from a routine lifestyle and
embracing a faith of the unknown. This is not your typical success story with a happily ever after. This is the raw truth about one
woman's struggle to find her way through a break up, loss of friends, co parenting a teenager, and facing unemployment for the
first time.
Growing up desolate under the eye of a resentful great aunt on an Iowa farm, Marie-Ange Hawkins dreams of returning to the
French chateau where she lived before she had been orphaned, but when she finally does so, she learns a devastating truth.
Reprint.
Besides a sense of personal loss at the death of David F. Swenson on February 11, 1940, I felt dismay that he had left unfinished
his translation of the Unscientific Postscript. I had longed to see it published among the first of Kierkegaard's works in English. In
the spring of 1935 it did not seem exorbitant to hope that it might be ready for the printer by the end of that year. For in March I
learned from Professor Swenson that he had years before "done about two thirds of a rough translation." In 1937/38 he took a
sabbatical leave from his university for the sake of finishing this work. Yet after all it was not finished- partly because Professor
Swenson was already incapacitated by the illness which eventually resulted in his death; but also because he aimed at a degree of
perfection which hardly can be reached by a translator. At one time he expressed to me his suspicion that perhaps, as in the
translation of Kant's philosophy, it might require the cooperation of many scholars during several generations before the translation
of Kierkegaard's terminology could be definitely settled. I hailed with joy this new apprehension, which promised a speedy
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conclusion of the work, and in the words of Luther I urged him to "sin boldly."--Editor's pref., p. [ix].
From beginning to end, readers of all ages will fall in love with Woody, a little wood duckling, and his siblings, Buzz and Zoey. The
day after hatching, the ducklings must jump from their nest, forty feet high in a tree. Buzz and Zoey are ready - Woody does not
want to go! Follow Woody from being afraid of his future to taking a courageous leap of faith with support from his siblings, all told
with wit and wisdom.
Leap of Faith: The Journey of a Dream is a dance memoir by world-renowned dancer, Saidah Nairobi. In this personal
masterpiece, Saidah takes readers on the journey it took to make one of her biggest dreams fresh out of school, transform into her
every day reality. From aspiring dancer to performing and touring around the world with entertainment icons, Beyonce, Usher,
Ciara, and more, Leap of Faith is the real life account of an incredibly unorthodox and inspiring story. In it, Saidah shares not only
her tour experiences, but also the story behind her dream, her marriage, and the popularized short blonde hair that became her
signature. With unshakable faith, Saidah was able to leap into the vision of her dreams and see more than was imaginable. The
path that she tread took courage, and from this candid memoir, you too will want to activate your faith, take a leap, and actualize
your every dream.
Jeeves and Wooster return in a new espionage caper full of japes, high jinks, and jiggery-pokery in a series that is “impossible to read
without grinning idiotically” (Evening Standard). The Drones club’s in peril. Gussie’s in love. Spode’s on the war path. Oh, and His
Majesty’s Government needs a favor . . . I say! It’s a good thing Bertie’s back, what? In his eagerly anticipated sequel to Jeeves and the
King of Clubs, Ben Schott leads Jeeves and Wooster on another elegantly uproarious escapade. From the mean streets of Mayfair to the
scheming spires of Cambridge, we encounter a joyous cast of characters: chiseling painters and criminal bookies, eccentric philosophers and
dodgy clairvoyants, appalling poets and pocket dictators, vexatious aunts and their vicious hounds. But that’s not all: Who is ICEBERG, and
why is he covered in chalk? Why is Jeeves reading Winnie-the-Pooh? What is seven across and eighty-five down? How do you play Russian
Roulette at The Savoy? These questions, and more, are answered in Jeeves and the Leap of Faith — an homage to P.G. Wodehouse,
authorized by his estate, and essential reading for fans of The Master. Tinkety-tonk!
A Leap of Faith: A Western Romanceby Anne M. Grigsby 4.24 - Rating details - 33 ratings - 0 reviewsElizabeth Parker was a dreamer, even
in her twenties. She dreamed of leaving the small town of Tisdale, New England that had become her home after her mother had passed
away. Living with her father's only sister, Aunt Matilda, was an every day learning experience. An aging seamstress and self-proclaimed
spinster, Matilda Parker had never married. In her mind, there would never be another true love as she'd had taken from her in the blink of an
eye so many years ago.Lizzy was a quick study and passed the test for her teaching certificate soon after she graduated from the small
school in town. With no teaching positions open nearby, she resigned to follow in her aunt's footsteps. By the age of twenty-four, she had also
resigned herself to the fact that she would never leave Tisdale, nor would she ever find the man of her dreams.However, as her Aunt Matilda
reminded her through a letter Elizabeth received upon her Matilda Parker's sudden and unexpected death, all Elizabeth had to do was take a
leap of faith. And take a leap she did, when a handsome new marshal came to town.
"Sometimes all you need is a little push. Running from his shattered gymnastics career, Charlie Avrill’s one hope for redemption is the
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strange and colourful world of the circus. His skills should make him a good fit for seasoned performer, Darius Lungo. But Darius won’t
compromise his high stakes act for just anyone. Still mourning the loss of his performance partner who unexpectedly abandoned the show,
Darius’s heart can’t take another temporary filler. No matter how perfect Charlie might seem at first glance. But the circus is dying, and
Darius owes his bosses a stellar act to sell. Putting their differences aside to recreate the star attraction, Darius and Charlie grow closer with
each rehearsal. But Charlie’s only in the ring for a one-night-only performance and the circus is due at its next stop—off the island and into
Europe. Can Charlie push aside his fears and take the leap of faith to change his entire life? And, if he does, will Darius still be there to catch
him?"--Back cover.
Everyone experiences pain. Illness, aging, and emotional distress touch all of our lives. Each of us has a soul, or Higher self, that has come
into human form to have life experiences. These experiences are designed to provide us opportunities to learn the lessons we need for our
spiritual growth. It’s from pain that we grow. Rather than being afraid or overwhelmed by life’s challenges, we can learn how to connect with
our Higher self, using our intuitive mind. Making the leap of faith to use our sixth sense to bypass our rational mind and receive inner
guidance promotes improved health, greater happiness, and peace of mind. Using case histories accumulated over forty years of practicing
family medicine, Dr. Millman discusses many different illnesses and emotional issues and the specifi c lessons each one presents. He uses
his holistic and spiritual approach to healing to make sense of the death of our physical body and the transition of our spirit to the other side.
All worldviews require a leap of faith, but not all leaps of faith are the same. A "one-stop shop" for the rational evidence for Christianity. The
Shortest Leap presents the scientific, historical, biblical, and explanatory underpinnings of the Christian faith, demonstrating that faith in Jesus
requires the shortest leap. In addition to providing proactive evidence for Christianity, The Shortest Leap responds to the numerous shots
fired at biblical Christianity by atheists, critics of Christianity, and other skeptics. The Shortest Leap answers a wide range of difficult
questions, including: * Is the Bible consistent with the findings of cutting edge, secular science? * Was there really a man named Jesus, or is
he just a myth? * And even if he did exist, aren't the events of Jesus' life and his teachings as described in the New Testament merely
fabrications of the earliest Christians? * Does the historical evidence support the claim that Jesus rose from the dead? * To understand who
Jesus really was, why shouldn't we consider other documents outside the Bible, such as the Gnostic gospels? * Why were some documents
excluded from the New Testament? * Did Jesus really claim to be God, or did the earliest Christians just want to believe that? * Is the Old
Testament still relevant? Does it really point to Jesus hundreds to thousands of years before he lived? * How does the salvation by grace of
Christianity differ from the salvation by works of all other religions? * Why can't I just believe in the Jesus that I like the best? * How can I be
sure I have eternal life? No other apologetics book on the market answers such a wide range of questions. Whether you are a non-Christian
exploring the reasons people believe Jesus is God, or you are a Christian wanting to grow deeper in your faith or share your faith with the
others, The Shortest Leap is the perfect book for you. Combining the best of dozens of books under one cover, The Shortest Leap presents a
concise and convincing summary of the main arguments supporting the truth of biblical Christianity.
Sometimes a leap of faith is all you need... Channing Blake thought he couldn't be happier. He's working for Blake Enterprises. He's married
to Cassidy, the woman of his dreams, and her cancer is in remission. Now he's ready to start a family, but his wife is haunted by the fear they
may not be able to conceive children. Meanwhile, a case Cassidy is working on spills over into their home life, complicating everything. As the
clock ticks to help her client, he must convince his wife to take a chance. To try for a family of their own... Cassidy Blake should feel like she's
the luckiest woman in the world. Her family law practice is thriving, and her handsome husband supports her in every way. So why can't she
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escape this fear of trying to start a family and failing? So when a troubled new client needs help keeping custody of her son, Cassidy quickly
throws her heart into the high-stakes case. But helping the young mother and son only makes her yearn for a budding family of her own, even
as she worries any change might steal their happiness forever. Keywords: interracial romance, multicultural romance, bwwm, contemporary
romance, lawyer romance, The Blake Boys
Charles Darwin published The Origin of Species, his revolutionary tract on evolution and the fundamental ideas involved, in 1859. Nearly 150
years later, the theory of evolution continues to create tension between the scientific and religious communities. Challenges about teaching
the theory of evolution in schools occur annually all over the country. This same debate raged within Darwin himself, and played an important
part in his marriage: his wife, Emma, was quite religious, and her faith gave Charles a lot to think about as he worked on a theory that
continues to spark intense debates. Deborah Heiligman's new biography of Charles Darwin is a thought-provoking account of the man behind
evolutionary theory: how his personal life affected his work and vice versa. The end result is an engaging exploration of history, science, and
religion for young readers. Charles and Emma is a 2009 National Book Award Finalist for Young People's Literature.
Get ready for boy dilemmas, friendship dramas and madcap grannies - Faith is back!

“The 2011 Leap of Faith: Mount Kilimanjaro expedition paired 14 climbers who had either multiple sclerosis or Parkinson's disease
with 14 companion climbers. As with other expeditions, the summit loomed large in the hopes and dreams of the climbers. In the
end, 21 of the 28 Leap of Faith team members would indeed make it to the top. But for all the men and woman on this trip, the
climb had a higher purpose: to carry the light of hope and a message of strength to the highest reaches of both our planet and the
human spirit. These are their stories—stories of fear and pain, of the courage to dig deep into that well of strength that lies within us
all, and the willingness to try and try again, even in the face of insurmountable odds. Here are stories of shared joy and faith,
stories of people who are more than climbers, on a climb of a peak that was more than a mountain, on an expedition that was
more than a climbing journey.Here are the stories of a Leap of Faith.” – EXCERPT BY JEFF RENNICKE, 2011 LEAP OF
FAITH:MOUNT KILIMANJARO EXPEDITION PHOTOGRAPHER “Without question, these stories will inspire you and leave you in
awe of the power and beauty of the human spirit.” - Phil Bolsta, author of Through God's Eyes: Finding Peace and Purpose in a
Troubled World "An exhilarating adventure on many levels worth reading."- Christopher Luzzio, MD, Neurologist "I have read all
the exciting books by Krauker and Viesturs regarding climbing; More than a Mountain can be proudly shelved next to them.”- Dr.
Jay L. Alberts, President and Founder, Pedaling for Parkinsons
Legendary jockey, Frankie Dettori, shares his remarkable life story in this astonishingly intimate autobiography.
The book is another master piece by the dynamic writer. It compels the reader to sit back and think about the phenomenon called
‘life’. It stirs the readers mind with great deal of positivity. It is subtle yet stimulating. The chapters outlay complete process of life
and actions. The reader would get an alleviation in complex process of thinking. It would generate an un-diminishing impact on the
minds of readers. It requires a great deal of intelligence to interpret stimuli into words. The art is to perceive signals / hints in a right
way, act to amplify your efforts, and, live life with passion. The author has a great way of saying that life is swift, realise it’s
potential. We live in a world where time is the biggest constraint. So we need to substantiate our lives by taking right decisions.
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And such decisions should be quick and correct. Never lose faith in ourselves and live it with a purpose. That is the true meaning
of life.
Offers support, comfort, and guidance on spiritual matters, and advises readers how to allow faith combined with imagination and
hard work to achieve their dreams.
"The fan-favorite couple from Netflix's Love Is Blind share their ups and downs after two years of marriage, love advice for the
modern world, and behind-the-scenes anecdotes from the pods"-Copyright: 27f5172ff0f5eb8aacf8ece003a1427f
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